COMMERCIAL PROJECTS:
SITE REVIEW APPLICATION FINAL

606 N MAIN ST - CITY OF EVANSVILLE
PIZZA PUB LLC
C-O-B RESTAURANT
RANDY DUNN (812) 773-2328

710 S GREEN RIVER RD - CITY OF EVANSVILLE
MERCY URGENT CARE
INTERIOR BUILD OUT FOR CARE FACILITY
MERCY URGENT CARE; JOHN NCUTTY (270) 570-7500

1101 N GREEN RIVER RD - CITY OF EVANSVILLE
HOWARD JOHNSON
CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP OF EXISTING HOTEL
PETER SINGH (718) 820-3663 BALWINDER11435@GMAIL.COM

1201 E COLUMBIA ST - CITY OF EVANSVILLE
PONYTAILS LOUNGE
CHANGE OF BUSINESS WITH EXTERIOR IMPROVEMENTS
JONATHAN LAMAR (812) 890-2237 JLAMAR@LAMAR-ARCH.COM

10 NW SIXTH ST - CITY OF EVANSVILLE (524 530 MAIN ST)
BLISS ON 6TH
RESTAURANT TO RESTAURANT
MIKE WOODBURN (812) 549-1717 WOODY@BLISSARTISAN.COM

4401 THEATER DR - CITY OF EVANSVILLE
EVANSVILLE TEACHERS FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
COMBINING PARKING LOTS WITH ASPHALT DRIVE
GLEN MERITT JR. (812) 401-5561 GMERITT@CASHWAGGNER.COM

315 N FIFTH AVE - CITY OF EVANSVILLE (307 – PT OF 319 N FIFTH AVE)
LEWIS BAKERIES
NEW OFFICE BLG, PARKING LOT, UTILITY IMPROVEMENTS
GLEN MERITT JR. (812) 401-5561 GMERITT@CASHWAGGNER.COM

506 JEFFERSON AVE - CITY OF EVANSVILLE (428 – 514 JEFFERSON AVE)
NRP EVANSVILLE APARTMENT BUILDING
PROPOSED 3 STORY APARTMENT BUILDING AND PARKINGLOTS
JOSHUA CRIBELAR (317) 547-5580

SUBDIVISIONS:
MINOR SUB W/SIDEWALK WAIVER

BRETZ PLACE
1512 HARMONY WAY - CITY OF EVANSVILLE
WILLIAM BIVINS ACCUJ@SPEEDEX.NET